
The Day the Walk Wasn’t Walked
Main Text: Galatians 2:1-10

Main Idea: To walk like a hypocrite, just lose step with the gospel.

Additional References: Mark 7:19, Acts 10:9-16, 1 Timothy 5:20, 2 Peter 3:15-

16

I. Right belief doesn’t always  _________________________. 

II. The hallmark of hypocrites is a ________________________.

III. There is no middle ground between gospel   ________________

___________________.
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DISCUSSING & APPLYING THE TEXT

• Read verses 11-14 together and try to visualize this encounter. 

• Talk a moment about the importance and prestige of Peter 

(Cephas). 

• What gave Paul the nerve to oppose Peter to the face? 

• Have you ever had to do something similar? 

• Place yourself in Peter’s shoes - have you ever been opposed for 

good cause? 

• Talk about the fruit of such an encounter. 

• Now why did Peter stand condemned? What did he do?

• How is this in keeping with what we know about Peter? Has 

anybody in Scripture been rebuked more?

• Why is humility such a beautiful and costly virtue? 

• Why is hypocrisy to be shunned at all costs?

• What about the gospel was Paul trying to preserve?

• What can you do this week to better fall in step with the truth of the 

gospel?

Did you know? To stay caught up with the sermon series or to watch your 
favorites, you can go to the Media tab at LPCVan.com

This guide is designed to help you apply the text to your life. Reread the text reflectively, 
then jump into these questions on your own, around a family meal, or over a cup of coffee 
with a friend. This guide will also provide the content for our Life Groups’ Bible studies.
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